Heat pumps

ecoTRONIC 200
Air source heat pump controller

*

5''
* in development

The ecoTRONIC 200 is a weather sensitive controller designed to significantly increase the air source heat pump efficiency. The
controller displays large, editable graphics informations and parameters on a touchscreen with a dynamic scheme of existing
hydraulic installation. In standard configuration this device can control two heating circuits*.
The ecoTRONIC measures the temperature and pressure of compressed and expanded refrigerant. The controller is using values of
outside temperature in order to predict certain amount of heat required to maintain given temperature in heated area. There
is also a function for preventing the evaporator from freezing and it is based on readings from temperature sensor, installed
on the evaporator. The controller itself is based on semi-predictive algorithm which is used for significant increase of overall
heat pump efficiency. During heat pump operation this algorithm will continuously improve the use of energy thus cutting
down the cost of heat pump operation throughout and beyond heating season.
Additional equipment in form of an ecoNET internet module gives not only to the end user, but also to manufacturer or fitter a full
remote access through Internet using PC, tablet or smartphones, for which there is a special mobile devices application. With the usage
of ecoNET system fitters or heat pump manufactures can benefit from special remote access account for full control and supervision
of given heat pump without physically sending maintenance team. After connecting our internet module to the controller, system will
establish different type of accounts. Basic account is designed to give the user remote access to the controller but without possibility to
edit service or manufacturer settings. The second stage of internet access is being provided for the fitters. With this kind of access
fitters or maintenance team can supervise and also remotely edit service settings. Third and most sophisticated internet access is
used by heat pump manufacturers and ensures unlimited remote control over the controller.
*up to circuits with additional module
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ecoTRONIC 200 Hybrid
The ecoTRONIC 200 Hybrid will be a device designed
for control of heat pump and additional heat source
simultaneously (e.g. gas or oil boiler or solar thermal
collector etc.) This unique feature gives the possibility
to encompass control over variable devices with just
one controller.

ecoTRONIC 200 Hybrid

Heat Pump

Oil boiler

Gas boiler

Solar thermal
collector

Pellet boiler

Standard version scheme for ecoTRONIC 200

P2
P4
P3

Technical data
Temperature sensor inputs

10 (+2)*

Pressure sensor inputs

2 (0)*

Digital inputs

6* pressure switches, flow measurement, energy
meter, phase loss sensor, feedback from PWM
pump, thermostat.

Relay outputs

14 (13)**

Low voltage PWM outputs

2

0-10 V outputs for pump

2

The pump or fan
modulation outputs

or fan modulation
Communication ports

2xRS485, 1xUSB

Additional heat source
(heater, boiler)

1(2)**

* Interchangeable temperature / pressure sensors/ flow measurement
** Possibility for output reconfiguration
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Advantages
The controller

Compressor

is so designed to maintain best possible
pressure values for compressor and
heat pump pressure installation in order
to increase overall efficiency and secure
the compressor against long operation
periods. There are also alarm settings
corresponding with pressure sensor
readings and activation of presostats.

lifetime limit

is being reached. The
user will get this kind of information either
as an alarm on the screen or by email (when
the internet module was being connected).

3 operation modes
with
additional
source :

heat

operation for reduction of compressor operation cycles. Thanks to this
algorithm, the controller can adjust
itself to the behavior of hydraulic
installation thus extending the compressor’s
lifetime.

Control over

Online service

The ecoNET

The ecoNET internet module and
software platform allows to the manufacturer, fitter or end user having full
remote access as well control or diagnostics over controller and hydraulic
installation at any given time.

full remote access to the controller
using PC, tablet or smartphone. There
is a build-in operational history registry and email notification for alarm
events.

1. Only heat pump operation.
2. Heat pump and additional heat source
(boiler, heater, solar, etc).
3. Only additional heat source *

is compatible

of compressor

BURST mode

a single and rapid loading
of DHW tank.

The controller

Algorithm

phase loss sensor. The manufacturer
can choose appropriate controller action after switching on the sensor (e.g.
normal operation after power restoration)

platform allows

and self-adjustable to every universal or PLUM ecoTOUCH room thermostat. There is no
need to edit or change the software
for it.

www.ecoNET24

Weather

Additional

Separate

adjustment based on profesionnal heat
curves with parallel shifting verified and
approved by our partners. Automatic
switch to SUMMER/WINTER mode
provides more confort and costs savings during transition periods.

– two additional modules enhances
functionality of basic controller module
by control over two additional heat
circuits.

schedules for each heat circuit. The
user can set individual schedule for
each day in an easy and intuitive
manner.**

control

modules

temperature

Alarm registry

Antifreeze

duration time and accurate date of appearance is available for the user from
basic menu level. The alarm history
contains all events from 2 years period,
thus allowing improved service efficiency and diagnostics.

This function is based on temperature
sensor, connected to the evaporator.

Thanks to the memory card the user
can easily update controller’s software as well download new language
or menu versions.

Additional control

Intelligent MENU

DHW

room thermostat offers the same access to the heat pump parameters like
the basic controller touchscreen. ***

and intuitive menu with extended
functionality – only the parameters related with connected components will
be displayed.****

From time to time the DHW tank will
be heated for disinfection.

with description,

protection

panel with build-in

An easy-to-use

MicroSD slot

disinfection

Money savings

* ecoTRONIC will lauch the additional heat source on demand or from set values in a selected way in different

get a clear and straightforward information about costs and money savings related with the use of a heat pump.

** Profitable in case of more economical night tarif. The heat pump will heat up the water and load the buffer only

The user can

situations, in order to save energy costs.
during those specified periods.
*** Possibility to connect up to 16 ecoTOUCH remote control panels, with build-in thermostats for multizone
management.
**** Customizable main window through favorites thus the end user can have better access to most used parameters.
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ecoTOUCH new era of touchscreen controllers
ecoTOUCH series of products was made using advanced
technology. These controllers are designed to use with heat
pumps. The controller comes with intelligent menu solution, which makes disconnected components invisible on
touchscreen. Patented Hint System allows the user easy
and comfortable function operation. Additionally, there is a
simple way to change the controller software with the help
of microSD card. Unique design of TOUCH product series
together with legible functions marked through icons is our
answer for customer needs.

watch ecoTOUCHVIDEO

ecoSTER TRONIC - remote access directly from the living room
The ecoSTER TRONIC is a remote control device equipped
with room thermostat enabling easy temperature control.
Apart from thermostat function it enables for the User reading and supervision of each and every heat pump parameter
and alarm as well editing a basic set of functions and operation modes. There is also a possibility to set individual time
schedule of day and night temperatures. This device is compatible only with PLUM controllers.

ecoNET – online service
An ecoNET 300 internet module ensures remote access to
the controller using PC, tablet or smartphone. The user has
the ability to edit basic and service parameters thus having
an influence upon operation of heat pump unit. From the user
point of view, a clear and straightforward interpretation of
operational history in form of graphs is an additional advantage.

watch ecoNETVIDEO

ecoNET mobile application - easy and fast access from everywhere

ecoNET Internet module propose a simple, intuitive mobile
application where the user can access and adjust the basic
and most important parameters for his comfort. It offers a
direct graphic vizualization and operational history of the
ambient temperatures from everywhere.
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